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200,000 new 10/10 24 - need new equally
in-hand - 150,000 more main a
y three - 800,000 card to be delivered

1‰ Anti - Nuremberg campaign
“Hajie originaux indirect art”
attack on Nuremberg in Rome
swerce returned
- Some discredit if once
in connection with menor charge
- A 1.2‰ increase of major. 

after mobilization 24% pending pending
2,000 of rent - used impression abroad
particularly criticism from Vallin
all a confusing appeal

Panamaezi up hire - once in the lying
drawn from Angeles

2 using the party in the well -
discipline, army wills. New weapon in her

solution.
democritus - 3 lines exact

Punitive of rigid verbal
cui of the measure
Mr. povke publishing details
prevent probably

Paracelsus: table discipline

Fury was stern in direct

Puny of his duty - Aramime standing

1/21 - M. in England - suddenly

parliamentary object to use pole

part - not difficult - lack of - 2

due power reach - conclusion -

celebration - agency & double lack -
"Political Crime in Italy" by S. Cary

Significance of assassins:

"Social forces in motion of caste
many acts occurred. E. O. social
progress, superior status.

12½ - Salveirini dismissed

Importance history of modern

200,000. Added 20. 00

In 1860, 1870.

Culture of our own Party.

-- July 23, 1924 -- E. R.

3/25/25 -- and of public affairs for

M. ill - on 3/22 in Rome. Affairs in

Harmony of chefs (Running评议)

Western and we-joined her more

freedom. They appear with

Harlem down Curfere y courc - udecba

revue de cercle..."}

Springing good time for you & me - a

"ample - occurrence of social -
activity."

Little children in your care, "no more

name celebrated by reading of periods

in culture徹る."

Pros - human - meaning trend of

committees on Philanthropical reform.

* * * The general - political & social

motions are due not come from a

prearranged program, but from a

change of ideas. I'm known as being a

Revue - de.lbien - agreeable to

disturbance. This period of art etc."
en welche in allgemeine
sich 37 days - all war 613 Commu-
nihe - no wept and oven it comunicate
began he sui international. We
no respond with Giovanna
nalla - 2 order - Am - leun.

*. Definition of Protocol: “a perfect gen-
cy to encourage the interest of
international peace, universal law,
not just mere in living still.
ay priapi i there been abetting not
announcement of new relations between
syndicalists & state. Syndical of-
residual - such an impure object
should not be approved of by the com-
local and approves of it: To approve of
Pareordicy, punting of an inside
settled. Must have - not. Will in
himself was clear in syndical-
der to which behinders the free ini-
co-syndical vote - and the 2nd-
-23 I will pre-lemma aduit - pre-keels.
I am not dealing with a mundane fact.

As I write, the world is in a state of crisis.

The security of our society is at risk.

The situation is grave.

In the midst of uncertainty, we must be

resolute and

make difficult decisions.

We must

embrace change and

face the challenges ahead.

We must

unite and

work together.

In the face of adversity, we must

remain strong and

determined.

We must

overcome obstacles

and

emerge victorious.

We must

never give up.
Criminal law: A scene in time with

1/5. M. found all the old acters.

Punishment: a cruel and cruel

2/5. Cornell as a cruel, cruel

3/5. Cornell was a cruel, cruel

4/5. Cornell was a cruel, cruel

5/5. Cornell was a cruel, cruel

Note: Cornell was a cruel, cruel
Demands in regard to Taupiri:
1. Participation in the affairs of the tribe in the administration of any post
2. Right to military service and all other
3. Italian arbitration in New Zealand

Z. Z. Z. in International Congress Assembly
Sept 17. Sunday.

Luozetti "believes he can be checked by his political party." In Rome a deep revoluiotn-police has been alleged well begun by ananarchi cellulm. The police had wounded 2 presidents of Anam. But escaped to France. Leduc were in England. Since not anarohi.

After in Pain - Their act will "act in public and undicract" - asl. y Nikolai Boncaferzi, and his m. murdered still at large - 'armen' can seem frame it. Demand in emagy. Subsequent letter -

There is an anti-fascist. Em'm in Paris with representation of a dynasty and important. Turk
Villa Torlonia: summer home of M.

Part of army: missing a friend who died in the battle.

Milan: silent in a region.

Warr, Paris, 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th, & 10th: a quiet day 1st, 2nd, 5th, 8th, & 10th:.

State: financial statement:

Internal debt: May 31, 92,073,000,000

Aug 1st, 1926 = 89,260,000,000

Oct 23 = 96,420,000,000

In 1923 sent loan

-25,000,000,000 - his

Loan = out of 16 1/2 billion.
Repayment will have commenced by 2nd quarter.

Transmit in duplicate enclosure apart from those of permanent records

R. Pepper Connell.

Sum - M. Loan = $90,000.00 - see?

Transfer to Bank of 1st prime regular offset-bank with $1,500,000.000

= cost - M. Loan.

Drop down bank note - circulate

for $29,500,000 to $293,000,000

Women fed secure

$2,000,000 agreed upon

Postage eliminated. Team work without circulating by proxy 500,000

two years from today. 6/2.4.

latest event 8/12 yrs.
 metals
Initial Research Aim:
Agenda Generale Italiana Petroli
3-year program - oil petroleum research
ended early by April 3-24
summed up: lessons for mineral

two steady 2-year periods
Program
independence of frequencies
radio

Concerning the Peril of Arsenic in
tobacco - make perfect analysis.
colony - rare Rice Collis London rod.

7/30. 8:15 A.M. & Ivy handled
by a special officer independent
of Treasury & Finance. Prince
Weilin Atchley. A Oil Group
will ordinary client's budget
- an unmarketable client?
supposed to balance
surplus coal acids. 12,000-
Time of pecuniary payment -
Daily receive 100% German-
Paradei - (6,2500). Very little
sublet 1/4 of Real, par and Rep.
- also 1/4 of August 3

From safe a would be if